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Gentle sex. Wild sex. Uninhibited couples let their exhibitionistic tendencies run free and they allow

the photographer to be there with his camera when they make love, freefrom all inhibitions. Their

shaved pubes increase the intensity of their erotic feelings. Theelongated, panoramic format of this

photo book lets these scenes pass before our eyeslike a film. Sensational.
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I was expecting something more artfully done. This book depicts scene after scene of raunchy,

explicit sex. I am fine with that if the intent is to explain to the novice the how and whys of various

sexual positions. There is certainly nothing left to the imagination here. I simply thought I was

getting a book of more artfully done photographs. What is presented varies less than I would expect

from a collection of sexy photographs. Really rather boring.I'm not sure whether I misread the

descriptions of this book or whether those descriptions misrepresented the content. Certainly this

book is pornographic by any definition, which is fine with me. I simply would preferred something

more erotic. To me there is an essential difference between the two.

A bit too graphic and somewhat raunchy for my taste. However my style is alot more "traditional" or

laid back.

Disappointing to say the least. Not erotic nor sensual. Not attractive subjects, just an ego trip for the



photographer and publisher..

Pictures of fairly attractive people having sex. One can find better stuff on the internet for free in a

few seconds. The only thing setting this book apart is that the photos are in black and white,

otherwise the action, lighting, camera angles and so forth a pretty vanilla. Calling it an erotic

masterpiece would be a stretch.

This is a beautiful and tasteful photo-book of man/woman intimate and explicit sex pictures. If total

nudity, and very graphic sex photos are offensive to you then this is not a book for you. I found it a

tribute to the many different types of love and sexual gratification that a man and a woman can

experience together. This book shows sex in it's many different heterosexual forms -- the models

are all attractive and many different body types and ages are shown -- all nude -- all shaved of body

hair -- realistic, honest, and something we all should appreciate as sexually active adults!

Shaven Sex Love is one of the most exciting, most compelling publications of sexual photography

printed in a long time. The first thing one might notice notice are the book's dimensions - it's

ultra-widescreen format is way, way cool. 12" wide x 6" tall (30cm x 15cm) - it's extreme landscape

measurements lend a unique and savory feel to the amazing sexual photography contained within.

It's organized into 13 chapters showcasing four different heterosexual couples (each smooth and

hairless downstairs): Alexis and James; Catherine and Walter; Naomi and Ed; and Shana and

William.All photos are toned monochrome and cover the full edge-to-edge of each page resulting in

a huge, in-your-face-like-you-are-there feeling. Each chapter outlines a particular scenario such as

[Sex at ] The Creek, Love in the Woods, Stretching Sex, and so forth. Text is in English, German,

and French.Publisher Edition-Reuss did a splendid job designing and packaging this material and

huge congratulations are in order. The industry needs more daring creativity like this. But it is

Gordon Denman's photography that is the main attraction here. He explores a variety of sexual

themes with piercing, sharp, uniquely angled compositions that are each a dazzling expose of

human sexual geometrics. Coitus, fellatio, anal, fisting, toy play, indoors, outdoors. It's all here, from

soft and blissful to hardcore and extreme. But the main thing is it's all natural and genuine - these

are not actors or porn stars; these are real couples doing their real thing. It's authentic and exciting

without having to delve into superficial issues of dominance, submission, or make-believe.

Denman's subjects are playful and passionate and loving.All this makes Shaven Sex Love a

MUST-HAVE for connoisseurs of fine art erotica and beautifully rendered sexual imagery.



This book is awsome! I love the stripe size and the beautyfull black and white pictures...Gordon

Denman have made an masterpiece of erotic twosome. It's hard to not bother! ;-)You can feel safe

with Edition Reuss!
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